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*Healthy Mind, Healthy Weight! 

Michelle: 

Number one, women they struggle!  They do so much, they are busy, their moms, their 

executives, and their going, going, going.  A lot of big, big issues, is emotional eating!  It’s 

spelling things out.   So, let's talk about it!  Why this topic?  What has come up?  What 

brought this topic up for you? 

Lilly: 

Well, I think, first of all, it was my own personal experience!  I became an emotional 

eater when I was about 19 years old, because I didn't know how to cope with my emotions.  

They felt so overwhelming to me in the moment.   I would try and push them down with 

food.  So, I think my very first experience, with what I call back lash eating, came because I 

was so nervous about this date I was going on, with this guy that I really liked.   I looked in the 

mirror one day, after having a big meal, and It was actually, you know how cruel those changing 

rooms can be when you're trying on bathing suits.   

I had a negative body thought and that negative body thought made me feel so badly 

about myself, that I decided to go on a diet to lose weight, before this date.  But we all know 

once we start dieting, what ends up happening, is you can't stop thinking about food.   So, I 

decided to go on a diet, but of course I binged even before going on the diet.  Knowing, that I 

was good to be saying no to every food that I love, for a period of time.    

So, that's what got me started on my own experience with emotional eating and my 

situation got very extreme.   I went away to college and the more pressure started to build, 

more pressure starts to build, the more the more I turn to food.   I had gained and a lot of 
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people gained 15 pounds when their freshman in college, they call the freshman 15, I gained 

50! 

I was so desperate to lose weight that when one of my girlfriends told me how she kept 

her weight off by making herself sick, I decided to try it.   She actually led me through the 

process.  I can remember, I was at Santa Clara University and we just polished off a pizza 

together and she took me by the hand and walk with the girl’s bathroom and said this is what I 

do.  She told me exactly what to do and the first time I did it, I thought, “oh my God, how can 

she do, that I will never do that again!” 

But I was so desperate to lose the weight and so terrified of gaining more weight, that I 

started to listen to that second voice in my head.   The one that always led me to terrible 

results.   So, I was bulimic for about 13 years.   So, I know very intimately that direct 

relationship between boredom or depression, overwhelm, exhaustion or confusion.  All those 

emotions set up this biochemical reaction in our body that makes us want to flee.   We want 

to run away from it.   So, comforting ourselves, food becomes our drug of choice, to comfort 

ourselves.   

You can use alcohol or drugs or shopping or working, but food for many of us becomes 

the way that we nurture ourselves, rather than learning how to nurture ourselves So that's 

what got me started and since then it's been my major light focus, is to help women to 

recognize that the feelings that they're avoiding, aren't as bad as the circumstances that they're 

creating, why eating when they're not physically hungry.    

Because you can limit your natural weight and eat food you love.  I eat every food I 

love.  I just never diet, I don't restrict myself, but I do have an off switch now, because I know 
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how to calm myself, when I am overwhelmed.   

So, first, I definitely want to find that out, what that off switch is.   But so, what was 

the first thing when you realized, like what was the moment where you were like, okay I have 

an issue I need help, or what was that moment and then what did you do to get the help he 

needed?  

Well, I kind of dabbled in trying to get help for years.   I went to see a therapist, but I 

only went for a little while!  You know, I read some books, you know and I tried for a couple of 

days.   I would need to talk to a friend about it, but there was not enough consistency in my 

helping myself, to make the change that I wanted to make.   To stop myself from making 

myself sick.   So, one of the things that I tell, anyone who wants to work with me or anyone 

wants to overcome, any type of an emotional relationship with food, is that support is the key, 

support of one kind or another.  Because doing it on our own, we all know that what we've 

done up until now, has given us the results that we have.    

So, in order to change your life, if you do something different, that's big and that really 

makes a statement, that I'm to switch this, I'm knocking to be not to be over eating my whole 

life, I'm not judging my body, my whole life enough to be judging myself!  It's taking a 

dramatic step that makes all the difference in the world.   So, one of the things I did was I did 

start to pay more attention to it.   I made a larger commitment to myself.   I made it 

something that I worked on every day, versus once a week! Because if you've got an emotional 

relationship with food, the good news is that you can overcome it and you can be free from 

that emotional relationship forever.   

The other piece is that you have to be aware of, is that this is very unlikely to be a quick 
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fix.  Everyone wants a quick fix, I did too!  I still do in some ways, but it doesn't happen that 

way, because retraining your mind, you have to bombard it with a new way of thinking for a 

period of time.  If you really want to see rapid results, in terms of reaching your healthiest 

weight, and I'm not talking rapidly lose weight superfast.  I'm talking about slow weight loss, 

so your body has it has a chance to adjust!  Gradual weight loss, is permanent weight loss! 

Fast weight loss, we all know, it's not just you and I, everyone on this program knows that it 

comes back over time.   

Michelle: 

And it adds on sometimes! 

Lilly: 

In fact, all the studies show, if you go on a diet, not only are you going to gain the weight 

back, in 95 to 98% of all cases for you to get an additional 10% in addition to that!  The worst 

thing you can do if you want to lose weight, which is why it amazes me that there is not like 

some type of movement against diets!  One of my nicknames is the anti-diet queen because 

I'm out there saying, for the love of all that is holy, don’t do it! I learned from my misery for all 

those years, trying to use diets to lose weight.  Just they don't work!  

Michelle: 

Yeah, that's another topic too because like industry is so huge and they love to feed us 

that, like, “this is the one that is going to work!”  Yeah, that's really true! So, what is um, I 

totally agree with support, that’s really, really, important!  It is also one reason why women 

thrive in group exercise programs, because of that support, that they're not alone.  Your book, 

The Body Love Manual, one thing I love about it and the one thing that I use and I asked your 
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permission a long time ago, years ago, was that letter.   The letter to your body, because 

there is there, is there, is a relationship you have with your body right now, everybody has a 

relationship with their body, whether not they realize it!  

So that book, she has the letter to your body from your body to you.  That's just 

brilliant and your body talks you.   Tell me about that letter, what was it that inspired you to 

do that, that piece, because that piece, is one of my favorite pieces? 

Lilly: 

So sweet, it's one of my favorite pieces too, because we start judging our bodies, often 

at a very early age.  We disconnect from them and we see our bodies, as the problem rather 

than our minds, right!  The part of our mind that I called the untamed mind, makes you worry 

about the future or feel a regret about the past, or judge yourself or judge someone else or 

complain, right!  That's the part of our mind, if were listening to it every single day, that's why 

were over eating, is because were listening to the untamed mind, versus the tamed mind, 

which gets you to think about solutions, it gets you to think positively about yourself.   It gets 

to be discerning versus judgmental, get you to envision what you want versus what you don't 

want! 

So, cultivating the ability to access the tamed mind, is the key to transcending that 

anxiety.   You know the overwhelmed that again makes us reach for food involuntarily.   So, 

in the letter to your body, it's powerful because if we really could listen to what our bodies are 

saying to us, they would be saying, “you know what, I keep telling you I'm not hungry and you 

keep feeding me and then judging me for being overweight.  But if you listen to me, I can take 

you to your natural weight, without dieting and we can experience more energy, we can have 
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more fun, will have fewer health problems, will feel more excited when we get it, will be able to 

fit in our clothes!”  Those are external things but really, it's just a sense of peace!  I know 

that most of my thoughts, you probably 70% of my thoughts, at one point were untamed mind 

or more.   Why was so anxious or nervous or depressed.    

So, when you start to inhabit your body and when you start to really listen to it , I call it 

the pleasure palace, because you start to enjoy your food more, rather than feeling guilty.  I 

love to eat, more than ever before because I don't feel guilty and I eat when I'm hungry and I 

stopped when I’m satisfied.   Food taste amazing to me.   

Michelle: 

I love that you said that I stop when I’m satisfied, not that I’m full, it’s when I'm 

satisfied.   Its like okay, am I’m no longer hungry!  How do I feel and your checking in, 

checking in with the body!  So, I love that you’re talking about this.   There's women out 

there, that like you said about emotions, they stuffed stuff down.  So, in that space of not 

wanting to feel that emotion and wanting to step it down with food and not want to 

acknowledge it and you also said something that was really, really cool about that, that the 

emotion that you're trying to hide, is actually easier than trying to hide.   

Can you talk a little bit about that, because that's a big one!  It’s like we have been 

practicing this for a very long time.   It’s like checking of my body, am I no longer hungry! 

That’s one thing that I start to notice and a lot of women, they don't know that that spot.   

they look at their plate and think, okay, I need to finish this food, otherwise, I'm wasting it and 

that breaks my heart.   Because I’m like, how’s your self-esteem? Isn’t your self-esteem worth 

more than what happened, you know.  But when they're in that space of emotional, I need to 
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stuff this down because I'm lonely, I'm overwhelmed, what is one thing they can do, in that 

moment's when they're in that, that, being in that space, it's happening and that moment, is 

there something that they can do, to start to shift it? 

Lilly: 

Oh yeah, there are lots of things that they can do!  I think the primary key is to 

interrupt the pattern that, that happens when you feel a stressful feeling in your body.   So 

usually, there are times when you'll think a stressful thought and then your body will start 

dumping cortisol into your bloodstream, right!  So that the anxiety producing chemicals in the 

pharmacy that is your body.   So once cortisol starts hitting your bloodstream, you can feel 

more anxiety and in your thoughts, get more anxious.   So, you got this literally, thinking of it 

like a storm happening inside your body.   It doesn't hurt, but it's the same centers of your 

brain, that physical pain does.   So, it's interpreted, until you start to really get intimate with 

it, you interpreted as a larger pain than it is.  But if you really sit with it really doesn't hurt.  

It's just uncomfortable and as human beings we flee from discomfort and we move towards 

pleasure.  So that's why we move towards the food.   

So, it's identifying the anxiety in your body and then one of the tools I use that I find 

very profound, is talking out loud to myself.   So instead of the untamed mind going, “Oh my 

God I'm tense.  Let's go to the refrigerator and have some food that I'm not hungry for,” 

instead I’ll start talking out loud, going, “alright my untamed mind mind suggesting that I go get 

something to eat, but I'm hungry I'm bored or I'm stressed or I'm overwhelmed, or I'm 

depressed!”  

So, you want to get your body into different physical postures, that are they create 
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natural relaxation responses.   So, you can lie in a fetal position, you know, if you're at home.   

Curl up in a fetal position and then keep you need to continue to talk out loud to yourself, you 

can take deep breaths because, think of it like breath as medicine, and we all know this, but we 

don't do it because the mind is so strong, it tells us, “that won't work! That's stupid! That's 

silly!”  It's not!  Its, actually the key because if you're tense, that means your breathing is 

shallow, which means it's up here in your chest, and that creates more anxiety, more cortisol 

right!  

So, you want to start breathing deeply, talking very gently to yourself.  Most of us are 

not in an intimate relationship with ourselves, where we have, we practice being kind to 

ourselves.  We look in the mirror and the untamed mind says something unkind, right, rather 

than, you know you are a really incredibly good person! You’ve got a heart of gold!  You know, 

your beautiful and unique in your own way, every woman in my mind is like a flower, all 

different!   All beautiful in a way that that's indescribable!  So, acknowledge yourself, to 

acknowledge what you love about yourself.    

Isn’t easier for you to be gentle with yourself when you are living in your natural 

weight?  Yes, and in order to make it happen, because it is that gentleness, that quiets the 

untamed mind.   So, you can't wait to be gentle with yourself when you're at your natural 

weight.   today, is the day and it will change everything in your life!  you're attracting more 

good things, you feel more at peace.    

You know, I just turned 53 in October.   I've never felt better.   I feel like I've got 

more energy than ever before, even though I am coming, I think possibly to the end of 

menopause.  Who knows!  the hot flashes are coming, but still, but I feel fantastic!  And 
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part of that is because my internal dialogue, which I worked on for years, is now a 

predominantly a gentle one.   This puts me in touch with the moment, you know!  In the 

moment, I have no worries.   But if I go to the future I’ve got a ton worries, but do I have 

responsibilities, do I have things to do?  Absolutely!  Is my body changing as a result of 

menopause sure, but I'm not going to panic around it!   

You know, I develop strategies and mindsets to deal with the untamed mind, when it 

comes up and it tries to rob me of this moment, because I look at what's happening around the 

world, to our sisters all over the world, and I’m like, “my God, this is a champagne problem!”  

It jumped on my champagne problems and this is nothing, but my mind is this, every person's 

mind, is a drama queen!  And she’ll want to say, “oh my God, this is terrible,” when it’s just a 

situation that has to be addressed.  That is part of calming ourselves.  You change your 

biology.  You can use your mind to change your mind, by thinking different thoughts, or you 

can use your body, or you can use them both in combination.   

That's the most powerful when you're thinking the positive thoughts.   When you are 

breathing deeply, when you can lie down flat on your back.   You can get in child's pose, 

which were going to talk about it later, my online training.  It's got all the different postures 

that lead to relaxation response.   You can you can even go for a run, because then you're 

dumping the feel-good chemicals into your body, like dopamine and serotonin.   So, if you're 

too anxious to lie down, go for a walk, right!  

There are all sorts of strategies and combining them, you find out the perfect one’s for 

you, because every woman, again is like a different flower.   So, you find the perfect 

strategies that work with your psychology and your biochemistry and that, that is again the 
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keys are not only permanent weight loss, but even more importantly, more valuable to me than 

living at my natural weight, is no longer being the victim of my mind!  

Michelle: 

Yes! You know there are a few things that I loved about what you said first.   First you 

talk about state change, changing the state that you’re in.   So, one thing sisters, if you're 

watching this, if you're feeling, you know if you're sitting down at home and you're watching 

television, your feeling lonely, your feeling depressed, your feeling tired, move!  Like, get up, 

stand up!  What I do, is I shake my body.   I literally shake it for one minute!  That helps to 

raise the energy and vibration in the in the body.   

Lily is talking about a state change, do something different!  Lay on the floor!  That's 

another state change, it changes your state where your body is physically in space.   If you 

have a lot of energy and you don't want to lay down on the floor, you know, go for walk, go for 

a run.  Those are great state changes! 

Then you also are talking about, which I love, is talk out loud to yourself!  There's this 

little voice, that’s always talking in a whisper, and you give it your voice, and your just like, “oh 

my brain, my untamed mind is saying blah, blah, blah about me” and you say it out loud!  

That’s brilliant!  Because, now you're giving more attention to it, now!  It's not like this little 

whisper, little devil ear on your shoulder, whispering not untruths to you! 

So, those two things, if you just take those two things on, just out loud speaking and 

then being kind to yourself.   What would make my body feel just a little bit better right now?  

What could I do?  I love that you also said, “we,” body and mind are we!  That’s so, so true!   

Because the body is actually your unconscious self, it’s why you can drive a car and not have to 
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think about it.   You literally, when you said that your brain is 70% of your thoughts, is 

actually 95 and I’ve been researching this, 95, is like ah!  So, sisters if you're watching this, 

those are some great three things!   So, state change, move your body and get out of the 

position that you're in, talk loudly to yourself, speak what is in your brain, so that you can start 

to change the conversation and then realize that you're in this, you’re not alone!  It’s not just 

you!  It’s your mind and it’s your body working together!   So, that is brilliant!  Thank you 

so much for that!  

Lilly: 

It’s my pleasure!  It’s something that I wish we were all taught were little kids, if we 

had a curriculum, that taught kids how to have a healthy mind, a healthy weight, we wouldn't 

have the obesity pandemic that we do.   There's no training in state of mind.   No training in 

staying connected with your heart!  We’re literally victims of a society, that teaches us that 

external things are to make us happy.   They can, but in for a short period of time, it’s like 

food!   

It's just for a little, whereas if you got control of your mind and your thinking the 

thoughts that you want to think and what the statistics were talking about, 90 to 95% of our 

thoughts, are some iteration of a thought that we had yesterday, or the day before!  Now if 

70% of your thoughts are untamed mind driven thoughts, which is the average, I think it’s 70 to 

77%, you can see why we’re living in a stressed and depressed society.   

No mental training!  There’s nothing that really addresses the origins, you know, why 

we feel this way about ourselves?  You know, why would someone have to use food to cope 

with their feelings?  What are those feelings?  Surfing the wave of our feelings, you can train 
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yourself to do that, so that you can shorten the amount of time you're spending thinking about 

things that you don't want to think about, because nobody wants to think, my body looks 

terrible!  Nobody wants to think that, but it's involuntary.   

Your thoughts are automatic and involuntary.   So, if you can get to the point where 

your thoughts come up, you start to feel your body start to get stressed, you can turn it around, 

literally instantaneously.   I had some moments were, I thought I was going to, I this is 

actually a funny story, I was going out on a date with her boyfriend and we were going out on a 

double date with another guy that I had dated before him.   Who did not treat me with very 

much love and respect.   

So, were going out on a double date, because he's my current boyfriend’s client and so 

right before we went out on the date, my boyfriend said something about my body, that was 

not very complementary.   So, I was ready to blow a gasket!  I mean I was like, going out on 

this date them all dressed up.  He says something that wasn't very cool or kind and it could 

have been one of those things that could have turned into something that ruined my entire 

night!   But I thought to myself, there is no way I'm going out on the date and I'm to be the 

grumpy girlfriend.   You know, especially that were going out this other guy, right, I had 

leverage in my mind.   that's the key, is to have the leverage in your mind to change your 

state of mind quickly!  

So, I decided right then, I’m going to put this in a box and I'm to think about this later, 

I’m going to talk about this later, but I'm to go outside and I'm to have fun.   So, what went 

from this much rage and fury, down to almost nothing.   I literally willed myself to stop 

thinking about it and we went out.   We dealt with the later trust me!  But I didn't carry it 
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with me and it showed me in that moment, how powerful my thoughts are.    I can control 

them.    But you have to train it.    There's no way around it! 

Michelle: 

Yeah, one thing I love, is you know, I’m not going to think about that right now.   So, 

but I love, it’s the truth!  It's like, so many people run their lives, and there have been times 

when I have totally overreacted because, I'm letting that thought, completely control my 

reaction and my behavior.   It's really, it's time to be like stepping into the women that we are 

and standing in our value, standing in what we want to create our lives, feeling the feelings, as 

we don't talk about feelings in school, you know, you’re not supposed to cry, you’re not 

supposed to show emotions.    

Those are actually really important and it’s knowing that, okay I'm feeling this way!  I 

love that you said that, because there's a lot of ways, that night could have gone!  You are 

more committed, enjoying having connection and the impact that you were going to have in 

the space with the other people!  So, you made that decision, you know about, “okay, I’m 

going to think about that later.   We will readdress that time when we can both sit and have a 

good conversation and get things out on the table!  So, that’s beautiful!   

So, if you're watching this, please, take that on!  You don't have to react to every single 

situation, every time single time it happens.   But I do want to mention, don't hide it either!   

Because if Lily had taken that, stuck it in the back of her head and didn't revisit it, that situation 

would came up again and it would have kept coming up!  So, things are come in your life to be 

healed and for emotional expansion, through the experience of the connection with the people 

that are in your life.   So, I that I love that!  Thank you so much!   
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So, we have about four minutes left and I would love to get one last wisdom of 

knowledge that women can take with them!  What is one piece, that you're just like, okay 

sisters, if this is the one piece you take away, on this topic because emotional reading is huge, 

huge.   The food industry is not on our side.  The diet industry wants to keep having us 

spend trillions of dollars every year.   But what is one nugget that we can go, “okay, I’m just 

tried this one nugget, just that one piece? 

Lilly: 

I would say that if I could go back and do it again, I would do what I call bombarding the 

mind with the new way of thinking.   So, if you're dabbling in weight loss, you're dabbling in 

training your mind, it will happen!  It’s going to take a lot longer and it's going to be a long, 

long, journey.   So, what I say, is you want to bombard that untamed mind or flood your mind 

with the new way of thinking and have daily practice for engaging with your tamed mine.   So, 

that instead of 77% of your thoughts been negative, you got a strategy that can allows you to 

think the thoughts, reduces your stress, and allows you to manifest more what you want, 

whether that's healthier your body, a relationship that’s healthy.    

A healthy relationship you have with yourself and with your body, the more you can 

draw in people and experiences that give you help your dreams come true.    

Michelle: 

Yeah! 

Lilly: 

Though it’s very important! Take don't take it lightly.   It doesn’t have to be like 10 

hours a day, you know, if you go to treatment center as part of the reason why people have 
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success at the Goodwin Treatment Center for getting over alcoholism, right!  Because they are 

flooding their mind with the new way of thinking.   When it comes to food, there are not that 

many treatment centers just for people who eat emotionally.   There are some for anorexic’s 

and bulimics, but not so much just for us, emotional eaters!  So, choose something, choose a 

strategy, that allows you to develop plan and the more you focus, it's like building a business.  

The more you focus on it, the faster it happens!  The faster you get your natural weight.    

Michelle: 

That’s fantastic!  So, sisters, if people want to work more with you, tell us you have in 

overcoming emotional eating e-book, right that people can get, the link should be below our 

interview.   Tell us a little bit more about that?  What’s that e-book about?   

Lilly: 

So, the e-book is about strategy.   Specific strategies to overcome emotional eating.   

You know, it's kind of like the brief synopsis of the tools that will be very supportive and you get 

international and ideal weight without dieting.   You have to have a lot of pleasure in your 

meal plan, in order to stick with it for a lifetime.   So, yeah!  it's a wonderful, it's a wonderful 

tool.   

Michelle: 

Fantastic!  So, working more with Lily Hill, the author of The Body Love Manual, How to 

Love your Body, The Body You Have, as you Create the Body You Want.   Sisters if you're 

watching this or brothers if you’re watching this, get that e-book!  It’s complementary, 

overcoming emotional eating, and definitely check out her book The Body Love Manual 

because it's fantastic!  
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For a special gift and to work more with Lily Hill, go to: 

www.HealthyMindHealthyWeight.com  

 

http://www.healthymindhealthyweight.com/

